Cognitive function declines with age. The underlying mechanisms responsible for the deterioration of cognitive performance, however, remain poorly understood. We hypothesized that an incremental rate of prefrontal oxygenation during a cognitive Stroop test decreases in progress of ageing, resulting in a slowdown of cognitive performance. To test this hypothesis, we identified, using multichannel near-infrared spectroscopy, the characteristics of the oxygenated-hemoglobin concentration (Oxy-Hb) responses of the prefrontal cortex to both incongruent Stroop and congruent word-reading test. Spatial distributions of the significant changes in the three components (initial slope, peak amplitude, and area under the curve) of the Oxy-Hb response were compared between young and elderly subjects. The Stroop interference time (as a difference in total periods for executing Stroop and word-reading test, respectively) approximately doubled in elderly as compared to young subjects. The Oxy-Hb in the rostrolateral, but not caudal, prefrontal cortex increased during the Stroop test in both age groups. The initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response, rather than the peak and area under the curve, had a strong correlation with cognitive performance speed. Taken together, it is likely that the incremental rate of prefrontal oxygenation may decrease in progress of ageing, resulting in a decline in cognitive performance.
Introduction
Cognitive function is crucial for coping with changes in environmental contexts in daily life and usually declines with age. Cognitive performance during a task, such as visual discrimination, Erikson flanker task (working memory test), and Stroop test, diminishes in elderly people [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, the underlying mechanisms responsible for the deterioration of cognitive performance remain poorly understood.
The cerebral prefrontal cortex plays an important role in cognitive function [1, 2, 7] . Previous studies with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) reported that the Stroop test increased regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the dorsolateral area of the prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the middle frontal gyrus, the anterior cingulate (ACC), and the parietal cortex in young subjects [8] [9] [10] . The increased rCBF in these cortical areas were smaller in elderly subjects, suggesting that a decline in the cognitive performance with ageing may be due to the lower cortical activation. In several studies, however, higher neural activation has been detected in the inferior, anterior, and ventrolateral subregions of the prefrontal cortex in elderly than those in young individuals [5, 8, 11, 12] . These results suggest the differential changes in cortical activation during a cognitive task in elderly as compared to young individuals. To explore the underlying neural mechanism responsible for the age-related difference in cognitive function, therefore, it is important to compare the dynamic changes in the rCBF associated with a cognitive task over the subregions of the prefrontal cortex. Although the fMRI technique is useful to assess the rCBF with high spatial resolution, it could not detect the dynamic changes in rCBF of the prefrontal areas due to limited temporal resolution.
An imaging technique of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) enables noninvasive real-time monitoring of brain tissue oxygenation with higher time resolution than fMRI, according to absorption of near-infrared light by oxygenated-hemoglobin (Oxy-Hb) and deoxygenated-hemoglobin (Deoxy-Hb) [6, [13] [14] [15] . If the concentration of DeoxyHb remains constant during a cognitive test, the dynamic changes in the concentration of Oxy-Hb may reflect rCBF in the cortical region in relation to cognitive performance. The concentration of Oxy-Hb in the prefrontal cortex increased during a series of cognitive tests in both young and elderly subjects [6, [16] [17] [18] . Interestingly, the temporal profiles of the Oxy-Hb response seemed different between the two groups. The concentration of Oxy-Hb increased quickly as soon as a cognitive task started in young subjects, whereas the Oxy-Hb concentration increased slowly until the end of the task in elderly subjects [6, 16, 17] . However, how the temporal characteristics of the Oxy-Hb response relate to the cognitive performance remained to be studied.
The previous results led us to an idea that not only the peak amplitude or area under the curve of the Oxy-Hb response but also its incremental rate at the initial period of Stroop test may reduce in elderly subjects. The components of peak amplitude and area are strongly influenced by the time spent for a cognitive task, which is known to be prolonged in elderly than young subjects. We hypothesized that the incremental rate of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response at the initial period (termed as initial slope) decreases with progress of ageing, resulting in a slowdown of cognitive performance. To test this hypothesis, we identified, using multichannel NIRS, the characteristics of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response to Stroop test in terms of the three components (initial slope, peak amplitude, and area under the curve) and compared the prefrontal distributions of the significant changes in the components of the Oxy-Hb response between young and elderly subjects. The Oxy-Hb response was also examined during a word-reading test, which needed less cognitive process but most likely a simple reaction, as a control trial for the Stroop test. Finally, which component of the dynamic Oxy-Hb response most contributed to cognitive performance was examined by assessing the relationships with cognitive performance speed.
Methods

Subjects
Nine young and nine elderly subjects participated in the study. All subjects had normal or corrected vision and normal color discrimination. They were right-handed native Japanese speakers and identified themselves as being healthy and physically active. None of the young subjects had cardiovascular and autonomic diseases and took any medication. Five elderly subjects intook prescription medication for treatment of hypertension and other diseases, although all elderly subjects had no history of severe neurological disorder (Table 1) . Each subject was instructed not to ingest caffeine and alcohol for at least 12 h prior to the experiments. Written informed consent 
Stroop and word-reading tests
We used a modified Japanese version of the Stroop test [19] as a cognitive test, which requires attention, response inhibition, interference, and behavioral conflict resolution. The test used four kinds of words ('red', 'blue', 'green', and 'yellow'), which were displayed in a color different from the word's meaning. When presenting a series of the color words at random on a TV screen, the subjects were requested to answer the color of a display word as fast as possible, instead of the word's meaning. After then, the color word was replaced with a new one by clicking a mouse button. Accordingly, the period of presentation of the color word was dependent on a response speed. We used the word-reading test as a control trial for the Stroop test, in which all words were displayed in black ink. The word-reading test is usually used as a simple reaction test; it influences the visual perception and verbal motor response but causes less cognitive response such as attention, processing speed, inhibit cognitive interference.
The test was performed in order to examine a difference in the total period between the cognitive task (Stroop test) and simple reaction test (word reading), which could be considered as an interference period necessary for discriminating and judging the color of a displayed word. Before starting the experiment, all subjects received detailed instructions and performed a practice session to become accustomed to the cognitive tests. After taking a rest for 10-15 min on a comfortable chair, the subjects started performing the Stroop and word-reading test. To determine reproducibility and variability of the cognitive performance and NIRS signals, the Stroop and word-reading tests were conducted four times in a randomized manner, respectively. There was no significant difference in the intervals of time between trials as a result (3.9 ± 0.6 and 4.9 ± 1.5 min, respectively with young and elderly groups).
Cardiovascular responses during cognitive test
In an additional experiment, we measured mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) and pulse rate (PR) with a non-invasive automatic blood pressure monitor (HM-762, OMRON, Kyoto, Japan) before and at the end of the Stroop and wordreading tests in five young and five elderly subjects on a separate day. To do this, a blood pressure cuff was wrapped around the left upper arm.
Changes in the concentrations of Oxy-Hb and Deoxy-Hb in the prefrontal cortex
The relative concentrations of the Oxy-Hb and Deoxy-Hb in the bilateral prefrontal cortices were measured using a multichannel NIRS (FOIRE-3000, Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). The concentrations of the Oxy-and Deoxy-Hb at 22 sites in a 15 × 15-cm area were measured with the NIRS probes placed over the frontal surface of the head (referring to the international EEG 10-20 system) as shown in Fig. 1 . The probes were mounted on a plastic helmet that was held by adjustable screws and straps over the subject's scalp. The interprobe distance was 3 cm. Near-infrared light emitted from three laser photodiodes with different wavelengths (780, 805, and 830 nm) penetrated brain tissue. Some of the light was absorbed by Hb, and the remaining light scattered by the brain tissue was picked up with photodetectors, sampled at a rate of 7 Hz, and converted to optical densities. NIRS measured the relative concentrations of the Oxy-and Deoxy-Hb in arterial and venous blood vessels and capillaries of the illuminated tissue, reflecting balance between oxygen supply and demand. When some subjects felt discomfort according to long-term placement of the NIRS probes on the head, the fourth trial of the Stroop and/or word-reading test was cancelled in the subjects. The three-dimensional location of each NIRS probe was determined using a magnetic space digitizer (FASTRAK, Polhemus, Colchester, VT). Using a probabilistic registration method (NIRS-SPM) [20] , we identified the NIRSchannel positions on the Montreal Neurological Institute standard template [21] . The anatomical brain regions (Brodmann area; BA) for the channels' coordinates were probabilistically estimated by using a MRIcro program [22] (Fig. 1) . We detected three distinct subregions of the prefrontal cortical cortex, each of which contained a total of 2-9 channels. The channels 1-4, 6-8, 11, and 12 corresponded to the frontopolar area (BA10 at 56-100% probability); the channels 14 and 18 to the pars triangularis Broca's area (BA45 at 70-74% probability); the channels 5, 9, 16, 19, and 20-22 to the DLPFC (BA 9 and 46 at 54-96% probability).
Data and statistical analyses
The cardiovascular responses were compared by using a three-way ANOVA with a Dunnett post hoc test between young and elderly groups [main effects = cognitive test (Stroop vs. word-reading) × age group × condition (baseline vs. during)]. We measured the total period required for processing the Stroop or word-reading test, each consisting of 100 questions. We defined the 100 answers/total period as index of response speed, while the number of questions in that the subjects exhibited a wrong answer was measured as index of response accuracy. Moreover, a difference in total periods between the Stroop and word-reading test was considered as an interference period necessary for discriminating and judging the color of a displayed word. The cognitive performance of total period, number of errors, and 100 answers/total period was similarly compared by the three-way ANOVA with the Dunnett post hoc test [main effects = cognitive test (Stroop vs. word-reading) × age group × trial number]. With the post hoc test, a paired t test was used to compare the difference between the tasks, and an unpaired t test between the groups. A Dunnet post hoc test was used to detect the difference in the conditions (trials two to four) from the control (trial one). The Oxy-Hb and Deoxy-Hb data of the 22 NIRS channels were continuously measured throughout the experiments and were analyzed using a data acquisition system and software (FOIRE-3000, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The absolute concentrations of the Oxy-and Deoxy-Hb could not be obtained, because the path length of near-infrared light within brain tissue was unknown. The relative changes in the NIRS signals against the baseline were obtained in every trial of a cognitive test and were aligned at the onset of the test. The time course data of the NIRS responses were statistically analyzed by a one-way ANOVA with repeated measures. If either normality or equal variance test failed, a Friedman repeated measures analysis of variance on ranks was performed.
Next, the Oxy-Hb response was assessed by the following three components: (1) initial slope, (2) peak amplitude, and (3) area under the Oxy-Hb curve (as shown in Fig. 2 ). The initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response was determined as an incremental rate obtained from calculating a ratio between the 50% of the peak Oxy-Hb response and the time at which the Oxy-Hb reached the 50% level. The peak Oxy-Hb response was defined as the greatest change from the baseline during a cognitive test. The area of Oxy-Hb response was defined as a product of the average Oxy-Hb response and the period of the test. To examine which component of the dynamic Oxy-Hb response is most related to cognitive performance speed, the relationship with the 100 answers/total period was analyzed with a linear regression analysis and Pearson's correlation method. The level of statistical significance was defined at P < 0.05 in all cases. All statistical analyses were performed using SigmaPlot ® version 13 (Systat Software, San Jose, CA, USA). All data are expressed as mean ± SE.
Results
The cardiovascular responses during the Stroop and word-reading tests
There was no significant difference in the baseline PR or MAP between the Stroop test and word-reading test both in young (PR; 61 ± 6 and 60 ± 5 beats/min, MAP; 85 ± 4 and 85 ± 4 mmHg) and elderly subjects (PR; 63 ± 2 and 64 ± 2 beats/min, MAP; 95 ± 4 and 94 ± 3 mmHg). The baseline PR was comparable between the groups, while the baseline MAP was slightly higher (P < 0.05 respectively in Fig. 2 Definition of the initial slope, peak, and area under the curve of the Oxy-Hb response in a young (red line) and an elderly subject (blue line). The initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response was determined as an incremental rate obtained from calculating a ratio between the 50% of the peak Oxy-Hb response and the time at which the Oxy-Hb reached the 50% level. The peak component of the Oxy-Hb response was defined as the greatest change during the cognitive test from the baseline value. The area under the curve of the Oxy-Hb response was defined as a product between the average Oxy-Hb response and the duration of the test Stroop and word-reading test) in elderly than in young subjects. The PR and MAP significantly increased during Stroop and word-reading test, and there was no difference in the amount of the increments between Stroop and word-reading test or between young (ΔPR; 32 ± 3 and 29 ± 4 beats/min, ΔMAP; 16 ± 3 and 12 ± 5 mmHg) and elderly subjects (ΔPR; 23 ± 3 and 23 ± 2 beats/min, ΔMAP; 16 ± 4 and 18 ± 3 mmHg). Table 2 summarizes cognitive performance (total period, 100 answers/total period, and number of errors) for the Stroop and word-reading test in young and elderly subjects. Irrespective of the Stroop or word-reading test, the time scores and the number of errors were comparable over the four trials. Regarding the Stroop test, the total period was prolonged (P < 0.05) in elderly than young subjects, and the 100 answers/total period was smaller (P < 0.05) accordingly. The number of errors was greater (P < 0.05) in elderly subjects. The Stroop interference time approximately doubled (P < 0.05) in elderly as compared to young subjects. In the word-reading test, the total period and 100 answers/ total period had the similar tendency as those for the Stroop test, while the number of errors was not different (P > 0.05) between the two age groups.
Stroop and word-reading test scores
The prefrontal Oxy-Hb responses during Stroop test
The time courses of the average Oxy-Hb responses during four repetitive trials of the Stroop test are represented at 22 various sites of bilateral prefrontal cortices in young and elderly subjects (Fig. 3 ). Significant increases in the OxyHb response (P < 0.05 by one-way ANOVA with repeated measures) were found in both age groups at most sites, except the caudal region; the Oxy-Hb responses were greater in the rostral prefrontal cortex (ch1-14, 18) than the caudal prefrontal cortex (ch15-17, 19-22) in both age groups. Furthermore, it was noted that the Oxy-Hb responses in the prefrontal cortex were the greatest in the first Stroop trial than the following trials in both age groups. The Deoxy-Hb at all prefrontal sites did not change significantly (P > 0.05) in any trial of the Stroop test (not shown in Fig. 3) .
By using the time course data, Fig. 4 describes the spatial distributions of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb responses over the prefrontal 22 sites, according to the three components of the initial slope, peak, and area under the curve (as defined in Fig. 2) . At individual sites, all of the initial slope, peak, and area components of the Oxy-Hb responses were the greatest in the first Stroop trial (P < 0.05 by one-way ANOVA with repeated measure), despite no significant inter-trial differences in cognitive performance. Because other factors different from the cognitive processing (for example, a startle and/or attention response etc.) might influence the NIRS signals for the first Stroop trial, the data in the first Stroop and word-reading trials were excluded from the further analysis. In Fig. 4a , the sites with the significant initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response were predominantly distributed in the rostrolateral prefrontal cortex in both young and elderly subjects, whereas no or only slight changes in the initial slope were observed in the caudal prefrontal cortex. Although the number of Table 2 The cognitive performance for the Stroop and word-reading test in young and elderly subjects
Values are mean ± SE. A difference in total periods between the Stroop and word-reading tests is considered as an interference period (Stroop interference time = total period for Stroop − total period for word-reading). n number of subjects † Significant difference (P < 0.05 by three-way ANOVA with a Dunnett post hoc test) between young and elderly subjects under the curve were predominantly distributed in the rostrolateral prefrontal cortex in both young and elderly groups (Fig. 4) . Both number of the sites and magnitudes of the significant peak and area components had no significant differences (P > 0.05) between the two age groups.
The Oxy-Hb responses during word-reading test
The time courses of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb responses during four repetitive trials of the word-reading test in both young and elderly groups are shown in Fig. 5 Figure 6 shows schematically the distribution of the OxyHb responses over the bilateral prefrontal cortices during four repetitive trials of the word-reading test. The initial slope, peak, and area components of the Oxy-Hb responses were not different among the four trials of the word-reading (P > 0.05 by one-way ANOVA with repeated measures). In both age groups, the significant initial slope, peak, and area of the Oxy-Hb response were distributed in the rostrolateral prefrontal cortex, but not in the rostromedial and caudal prefrontal cortex. The initial slope and peak of the Oxy-Hb responses were greater in young than elderly subjects [slope, 0.7 ± 0.1 (µM cm)/s for young vs. 0.3 ± 0.1 (µM cm)/s for elderly; peak, 31 ± 3 vs. 21 ± 2 µM cm, respectively], although the area under the curve was comparable between the two groups [young, 834 ± 79 (µM cm) s; elderly, 612 ± 76 (µM cm) s].
The initial slope, peak, and area under the curve of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response Figure 7a shows the prefrontal distributions of the Oxy-Hb responses (initial slope, peak, and area) that were averaged over the Stroop 2-4 trials. The number of the sites with any of the significant components (initial slope, peak, and area) of the Oxy-Hb response was almost the same between both age groups. Regarding the response magnitude, the agerelated significant difference in the initial slope of the OxyHb response was recognized in seven sites [DLPFC (ch5, 10, 13), frontopolar area (ch6, 12), and pars triangularis Broca's area (ch14, 18)]. In contrast, the age-related difference in the peak of the Oxy-Hb response was detected only in two sites [DLPFC (ch13) and pars triangularis Broca's area (ch18)] between the two age groups and no differences in the area component were detected.
In the word-reading test, the distributions of the significant components (initial slope, peak, and area) of the OxyHb response became scantier as compared to the Stroop test (Fig. 7b) . The number of the sites for the significant components of Oxy-Hb was smaller in elderly (slope, 9%; peak, 18%; area, 9% of the 22 sites) than young subjects (slope, 32%; peak, 59%; area, 27% of the 22 sites). Regarding the response magnitude, the age-related difference in the initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response was detected in two sites [(DLPFC (ch13) and frontopolar area (ch1)]. The age-related difference in the peak of the Oxy-Hb response was detected in three sites [DLPFC (ch13, 14) and pars triangularis Broca's area (ch18)]. No differences in the area component were detected between the age groups.
Correlations between the Oxy-Hb response and performance speed (100 answers/total time period)
The relationships between the three components of the Oxy-Hb response and cognitive performance speed (100 answers/total period) in young and elderly subjects are shown in Figs. 8, 9, 10 . With the slope of Oxy-Hb responses and cognitive performance (Fig. 8a) , significant relationships [average correlation coefficient (γ) = 0.62 ± 0.02, range 0.52-0.72, P < 0.05] were detected at 13 sites [DLPFC (ch5, 10, 13, 16, 17, 22), frontopolar area (ch1, 2, 6, 7, 12), and pars triangularis Broca's area (ch14, 18)]. The average slope of the significant regression lines was 0.41 ± 0.05 (answers)/(µM cm) and the intersection point was 1.18 ± 0.02 (answers/s). In the word-reading test (Fig. 8b) , there were significant correlations (γ = 0.57 ± 0.02, range 0.51-0.68, P < 0.05) between the initial slope of Oxy-Hb and the performance speed at seven sites [DLPFC (ch5, 13, 17) and frontopolar (ch1-3, 6)]. The average slope of the significant regression lines [0.29 ± 0.06 (answers)/(µM cm)] was not different (P > 0.05) from the slope for the Stroop test, while the average intersection point of the regression lines shifted upward (1.83 ± 0.02 answers/s). Importantly, the slopes of the linear approximation were greater in young subjects than those in elderly subjects during Stroop test irrespective of the significance. With the word reading, reversely, the slopes of the linear approximation were greater in elderly subjects than those in young subjects. It is suggested that the greater increase in the Oxy-Hb responses at the initial phase of the cognitive task is associated with the higher cognitive performance (increased performance speed). The blunted slope of the linear approximation in the elderly subjects compared with that in the young subjects might reflect the slower cognitive performance speed along with less responsiveness of the Oxy-Hb responses.
With respect to the peak of the Oxy-Hb response (Fig. 9 ), the significant relationship between the peak component and performance speed was observed at five sites for the Stroop test [frontopolar area (ch2, 3, 6), DLPFC (ch22), and pars 
Discussion
To test the hypothesis that an incremental rate of the prefrontal oxygenation at the initial period of a cognitive test reduces in elderly subjects, resulting in slowdown of cognitive performance, we compared the dynamic spatiotemporal characteristics of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response during a Stroop test between elderly and young subjects. The major findings of this study are that (1) the Stroop interference time approximately doubled in elderly as compared to young subjects; (2) the Stroop test caused an increase in Oxy-Hb of the rostral prefrontal cortex, but not in the caudal prefrontal cortex, in both age groups; (3) the initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response significantly reduced in elderly as compared to young subjects, while the peak and area under the curve of the Oxy-Hb response were not different between the two groups; (4) the initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response significantly correlated with performance speed for the Stroop test (as estimated by the 100 answers/ total time period), whereas the peak and area component of the Oxy-Hb response had no or slight correlation with the performance speed. Taken together, it is likely that the initial slope of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response during the Stroop test is a more sensitive indicator of the cognitive performance and that a decrease in the initial slope of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response suggests age-related deterioration of cognitive performance.
Cognitive performance during the Stroop test
Before quantifying the effect of age on cognitive function, it is important to discuss whether a level of intentional effort was maintained constant among subjects and/or groups. Similar to our previous results [6] , the PR and MAP were significantly increased during Stroop test and word-reading test in both groups, which could be assumed as an index of the subjective effort. There were no differences in these cardiovascular responses between Stroop and word-reading test, or between elderly and young subjects, suggesting that the effort the subjects gave during the task was comparable. Stroop cognitive performance consists of both simple congruent reaction and cognitive incongruent interference. We attempted to discriminate the two factors, referring to the response during the congruent word-reading test. According to the present results, both the time periods for the Stroop and for the word-reading test were prolonged in elderly as compared to young subjects, in agreement with previous studies [3] [4] [5] . The age-related increase in the time period for the word-reading test suggested deterioration of the simple reaction involving in visual perception and verbal motor response. Furthermore, the Stroop interference time approximately doubled in elderly as compared to young individuals ( Table 2 ). Our findings demonstrated not only a reduction in simple reaction response but also deterioration of cognitive function in elderly subjects.
Increased oxygenation in the prefrontal cortex during the Stroop test
The Oxy-Hb responses to the Stroop task were the greatest in the first trial among all four trials in both groups, while the performance of the Stroop test (time score and number of errors) was comparable over the four trials. It is plausible that some subjects had more strained feeling for the first Stroop trial, and other factors different from the cognitive processing for example, a startle and/or attention response due to the unfamiliar task, might influence the Oxy-Hb responses. It was likely that the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response in the first Stroop trial could not purely explain the cognitive performance. To exclude the confounding factors, therefore, we omitted the first trial in the final analyses and focused on the trials two to four, which were more likely to reflect the Oxy-Hb responses to the cognitive task. There were no significant differences in the Oxy-Hb response during Stroop test among the trials two to four.
The signal of Oxy-Hb is considered to reflect tissue blood flow as long as the Deoxy-Hb does not change throughout an experimental intervention [6, 8, 13, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Since the increase in prefrontal Oxy-Hb accompanied no significant changes in prefrontal Deoxy-Hb in this study, it is likely that the increase in prefrontal oxygenation was attributed to an increase in rCBF. It is possible that the increase in rCBF might be due to an increase in systemic perfusion pressure. However, this possibility seems unlikely because we usually observed that spontaneous fluctuation of MAP (approximately by 5-20 mmHg) had little influence on the Oxy-Hb (unpublished observation). Skin blood flow involved in the illuminated tissue area might influence the Oxy-Hb signal of the NIRS [28] . However, the possibility is also unlikely because we have reported great dissociation between the responses in prefrontal oxygenation and forehead skin blood flow during a cognitive Stroop test and voluntary exercise [6, 13, 29] . Taken together, the increase in rCBF may be derived due to redistribution of blood flow within the cerebral cortex or due to vasodilatation of regional cerebral blood vessels, which may follow augmented neural activity in the prefrontal region.
By recording rCBF with positron emission tomography and fMRI, previous studies have shown that the rostrolateral regions of the prefrontal cortex are involved in the cognitive process for the cognitive incongruent interference [30] [31] [32] . A lesion or an artificial inactivation (by repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation) of the rostrolateral prefrontal cortex diminished the accuracy of a complex cognitive task [30] [31] [32] [33] . In line with these studies, the oxygenation response during Stroop test in the present study was greater in the rostrolateral subregion of the prefrontal cortex than the response in the caudal subregion in both age groups. Differently to the caudal prefrontal cortex, which is thought to be responsible for the simple congruent reaction [30] , the rostrolateral regions of the prefrontal cortex may play an important role in the complex cognitive processing.
In elderly subjects, age-related structural and functional alterations of the cerebral neurovascular unit may decrease prefrontal oxygenation, because several structural (such as volume reductions of various brain regions [34] and white matter alterations [35] ) and pharmacological changes in the dopaminergic system [36] change with aging. Aging may also lead to degeneration of the vascular system, especially a decrease in the regional cerebral blood flow [37, 38] , which is accompanied by a reduction in the cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen [39] . Importantly, previous studies also showed that the regional cerebral blood flow negatively correlated with the age of the individuals studied [38, [40] [41] [42] , suggesting that prefrontal oxygenation decreases in the process of aging. Unfortunately, the absolute value of Oxy-and Deoxy-Hb concentration could not be obtained in the present study, because the limitation of the NIRS technique (the path length of near-infrared light within the tissue was unknown). Although we could not compare directly the baseline value of Oxy-or Deoxy-Hb between young and elderly subjects, it is suggested that the baseline value had no correlation with the cognitive performance during Stroop test [6] . By using NIRS here, therefore, the relative changes in Oxy-and Deoxy-Hb response against the baseline values during a cognitive task, rather than the absolute values of those, are more sensitive to predict the cognitive performance-associated changes in the prefrontal oxygenation.
The initial slope of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response
The performance of the task might change dynamically as well as Oxy-Hb throughout the task. If it is the case, not only the initial slope but also the peak value, which is often utilized in the literature, cannot fully explain the response during the whole period of a task, because the former takes the rising time and amplitude of the peak response into account and the latter only takes the peak response amplitude into account. In this scenario, it seems the parameter of area may be more sensitive to reflect the response throughout the whole task period because it takes more time and amplitude of response in the task period into account. Taking these issues into consideration, in the present study we adopted all these parameters in the analysis to explore the parameter of prefrontal oxygenation, which is sensitive to reflect the ongoing cognitive performance in a short bout of task (100 questions for Stroop test and word reading, respectively), and the difference in the parameter between young and elderly subjects.
The subjects were asked to perform the Stroop test and word-reading task as fast as possible, and we confirmed online that they did their best throughout the experiment and no dramatically changes in the performance in a particular period of a task. We did not adopt the fixed time for the task period but the number of question, because the analysis with a fixed time window would let us to miss some important information. For example, although the peak or area of the Oxy-Hb response to the Stroop test would be smaller in elderly than young subjects with a fixed time window, the elderly took longer time to complete the cognitive task and these parameters might show comparable or even larger values (later peak) than younger subjects if the parameters were calculated until the end of the cognitive task. We postulate that a parameter that is not influenced by the duration of a cognitive test should be utilized for evaluating the Oxy-Hb response in relation to cognitive function. During the Stroop test in this study, the initial slope of Oxy-Hb was significantly blunted in elderly compared to young subjects, whereas no or slight differences in the peak amplitude and area under the Oxy-Hb curve were detected between the two age groups in the circumstance. As a matter of fact, the initial slope of Oxy-Hb response was independent of the duration of a cognitive task. We therefore considered that the initial slope component of the Oxy-Hb response is a better indicator for evaluating the prefrontal response during cognitive processing. The detection of the initial slope of Oxy-Hb may provide a clear difference in cognitive response between young and elderly subjects. In addition, the age-related reduction in the initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response was observed in the rostrolateral subregion of the prefrontal cortex during the Stroop test, whereas the initial slope failed to show a significant age-related difference in the rostromedial and caudal subregions of the prefrontal cortex. Taken together, it is likely that a reduction in the incremental rate of prefrontal oxygenation may appear in the rostrolateral subregion in association with the age-related deterioration of cognitive performance.
Relationships between initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response and cognitive performace speed
With the Stroop test (Figs. 8a, 9a, and 10a ), the performance speed had no significant correlation with the initial slope, peak, and area of Oxy-Hb in elderly subjects, while several channels showed a significant correlation with those in young subjects (ten channels with initial slope, four channels with peak, and zero channels with area). Not only the number of channels but also the slope of linear regression line was larger when plotting the performance speed against the initial slope of the Oxy-Hb response, compared with that plotting the performance speed against the peak or area of the Oxy-Hb response. Furthermore, in these channels which showed a significant correlation between the performance speed and Oxy-Hb response, we could find that the slopes of the regression line were obviously larger in young subjects than those in elderly subjects. In young and elderly subjects, therefore, there was a distinct difference in the OxyHb response and in the relationship between the cognitive performance and Oxy-Hb response during the Stroop test. It is also suggested that the initial slope, but not the peak or area, of the Oxy-Hb response during Stroop test was sensitive to correlate with the cognitive performance.
With word reading (Figs. 8b, 9b , and 10b), only a few channels showed a significant correlation between the cognitive performance and the Oxy-Hb response in young subjects (four channels with initial slope, two channels with peak, and zero channels with area). The slope of linear regression line for the plots of performance speed against the initial slope or peak of Oxy-Hb response during word reading was smaller, and the intercept value of linear regression line was larger than that during Stroop test (Fig. 8a, b) , suggesting less contribution of the prefrontal oxygenation to the performance speed during such a simple reaction task of word reading than that during Stroop test. Surprisingly, in elderly subjects, several channels showed significant correlation between the performance speed and Oxy-Hb response during word reading (seven channels with initial slope, three channels with peak, and four channels with area), although no channels showed a significant correlation during Stroop test as mentioned above. Speculatively, in elderly subjects the responsiveness of prefrontal oxygenation decreases in association with the decline in the cognitive function, and that the prefrontal oxygenation may be no longer able to contribute to a cognitive task such as Stroop test, but play a role in a simple reaction task such as word reading.
Limitations
Some substantial problems are involved in this study. First, the NIRS measurement was limited to the regions near the cortical surface and the rCBF changes in deeper cerebral 1 3 structures could not be measured. Second, the NIRS data in the temporal cortex and occipital cortex were lacking due to a technical limitation in this study, although the rCBF in the cortical regions increased during cognitive tests [9, 11, 17] . Third, the response in the prefrontal OxyHb and cognitive function might be influenced by medical condition and/or taking prescription medicines in some elderly subjects, although in the present study there was no obvious difference in the physical characteristics, cognitive performance, and prefrontal oxygenation response due to the medical condition with our nine elderly subjects (five of them were taking medicines and four were not). Further experiments with more populations are needed to clarify whether the medical condition affects the prefrontal oxygenation response and cognitive performance.
Conclusions
The Oxy-Hb in the rostrolateral, but not caudal, prefrontal cortex increased during the Stroop test in both young and elderly subjects. The initial slope component, rather than the peak or area of the prefrontal Oxy-Hb response, had substantial correlation with the cognitive performance speed. The present study provided evidence that the incremental rate of prefrontal oxygenation may decrease in the progression of ageing, resulting in a decline in incongruent cognitive performance.
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